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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SPECTRUM SHARING BETWEEN
AN INCUMBENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

AND A COGNITIVE RADIO SYSTEM

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to communication systems and

more particularly to controlling cognitive radio systems to enable spectrum

sharing and to avoid or limit interference with incumbent communication systems.

Background

[0002] In the wireless communications arena, an incumbent user is generally

defined as any existing user of frequency spectrum. Such users may be

considered as licensed, primary, secondary or unlicensed users of a frequency

band. Cognitive radio is a paradigm for wireless communication in which either a

network or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters to

communicate efficiently and utilize spectrum on a secondary basis without

interfering with the incumbent users of a frequency band. This alteration of

parameters is based on the active monitoring of several factors in the external and

internal radio environment, such as radio frequency spectrum usage, user behavior

and network state.

[0003] Regulatory bodies, such as the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC), maintain significant amounts of information pertaining to incumbent

transmitters and systems in a variety of frequency bands. These official databases

contain information about each incumbent transmitter's operating parameters (e.g.,

effective radiated power, antenna pattern, antenna height above average terrain,

transmitter location, etc.). Actual achieved incumbent receiver performance in the

presence of CR interferers poses a large concern to regulators. Television

Broadcasters (the primary licensees of the TV bands) have expressed great

concern about the potential for CR interference to their broadcast services. There

is also concern about the extent of services that can be provided by CR systems



and whether these services will be acceptable to users due to the limiting

regulatory environment within which CR systems are to operate. Determining

maximum allowable interference levels for incumbent receivers is also a

challenging task, due to the wide variety of (such as TV for example) receiver

equipment providers on the market, and different operating conditions.

[0004] Accordingly, there is need to facilitate spectrum sharing between an

incumbent communication system and a cognitive radio system.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0005] The accompanying figures, where like reference numerals refer to

identical or functionally similar elements throughout the separate views and which

together with the detailed description below are incorporated in and form part of

the specification, serve to further illustrate various embodiments and to explain

various principles and advantages all in accordance with the present invention.

[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates a plurality of communication systems operating in

accordance with some embodiments of the present invention.

[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates a reference database and a mirrored database in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention.

[0008] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of communication coverage diagrams in with

accordance with some embodiments of the invention.

[0009] FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart of a method for alleviating interference to an

incumbent communication system from a cognitive radio system in accordance

with some embodiments of the present invention.

[0010] FIG. 5 provides an example of an incumbent communication system and a

plurality of cognitive radio systems sharing spectrum in accordance with some of

the embodiments of the invention.



[0011] FIG. 6 provides an example of a plurality of incumbent communication

systems and a cognitive radio system sharing spectrum using a delegated authority

in accordance with some of the embodiments of the invention.

[0012] Skilled artisans will appreciate that elements in the figures are illustrated

for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For

example, the dimensions of some of the elements in the figures may be

exaggerated relative to other elements to help to improve understanding of

embodiments of the present invention.

Detailed Description

[0013] Before describing in detail embodiments that are in accordance with the

present invention, it should be observed that the embodiments reside primarily in

combinations of method steps and apparatus components utilizing incumbent

system information to adapt, modify or update operating parameters of a cognitive

radio (CR) system. For the purposes of this application the term "incumbent

system" is defined as a communication system having known information about

existing operating parameters that is allowed to operate in the band. Incumbent

systems may be considered as the (primary or secondary) licensed users of a band,

or an incumbent user may be considered to be any pre-existing user (e.g., quasi-

licensed or unlicensed) user of a band. For example, TV broadcasters are

considered as the licensed primary incumbent users of the television bands, and

certain wireless microphones are considered as the licensed secondary incumbent

users of the television bands.

[0014] An incumbent's system parameters (e.g., effective radiated power, antenna

pattern, antenna height above average terrain, transmitter location, etc.) can be

utilized along with official cognitive radio (CR) operating Regulations and

Policies to determine critical CR system operating parameters (such as allowable

frequencies and maximum allowable transmission power) based on the system's

geographic location. CR system operating parameters can be calculated in real-



time, or computed off-line and stored in a geo-location database (as described

below). Geo-location databases can be utilized for any CR system or band where

information is known about incumbent (higher priority) transmitters or systems.

[0015] Cognitive Radios (CRs) utilize geo-location data to determine the relative

locations of incumbent (e.g., licensed or primary) transmitters and their

prospective receivers in order to compute CR system operating parameters, such

as a set of useable frequencies and maximum CR system transmit power allowed

by Federal/Regional Regulations at a particular time in a geographical location.

For example, the FCC has proposed a large set of non-interference requirements

that must be met to operate within the TV bands in the US. The determination of

maximum allowed CR system transmit power (or other CR operating parameters)

is typically based on various (primary service) non-interference requirements and

generally accepted propagation models. Generally accepted propagation models,

however, only provide statistical average data for signal reception, and are subject

to errors in the field due to a variety of reasons (e.g., terrain variations, antenna

variations, etc.).

[0016] For the purposes of this application "system parameters" includes

transmitter information, receiver information and other system operation

information. Adapting the incumbent system parameters and CR operating

requirements, as will be described herein, effectively extends or reduces

protection levels to the incumbent communication system and promotes the

efficient sharing of frequency spectrum. Accordingly, the apparatus components

and method steps have been represented where appropriate by conventional

symbols in the drawings, showing only those specific details that are pertinent to

understanding the embodiments of the present invention so as not to obscure the

disclosure with details that will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the

art having the benefit of the description herein.

[0017] In this document, relational terms such as first and second, top and bottom,

and the like may be used solely to distinguish one entity or action from another



entity or action without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such

relationship or order between such entities or actions. The terms "comprises,"

"comprising," or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive

inclusion, such that a process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises a list of

elements does not include only those elements but may include other elements not

expressly listed or inherent to such process, method, article, or apparatus. An

element proceeded by "comprises . . .a" does not, without more constraints,

preclude the existence of additional identical elements in the process, method,

article, or apparatus that comprises the element.

[0018] It will be appreciated that embodiments of the invention described herein

may be comprised of one or more conventional processors and unique stored

program instructions that control the one or more processors to implement, in

conjunction with certain non-processor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions

involved in modifying mirrored cognitive operating parameters to avoid

interference between the incumbent system and the cognitive system. The non-

processor circuits may include, but are not limited to, a radio receiver, a radio

transmitter, signal drivers, clock circuits, power source circuits, and user input

devices. As such, these functions may be interpreted as steps of a method for

communication systems to share spectrum. Alternatively, some or all functions

could be implemented by a state machine that has no stored program instructions,

or in one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), in which each

function or some combinations of certain of the functions are implemented as

custom logic. Of course, a combination of the two approaches could be used.

Thus, methods and means for these functions have been described herein. Further,

it is expected that one of ordinary skill, notwithstanding possibly significant effort

and many design choices motivated by, for example, available time, current

technology, and economic considerations, when guided by the concepts and

principles disclosed herein will be readily capable of generating such software

instructions and programs and ICs with minimal experimentation.



[0019] Briefly, in accordance with the invention, there is provided herein a means

for communication systems to share frequency spectrum. A method is provided

that intelligently adapts a mirrored version of an incumbent communication

system's operating parameters, such as licensed transmitter information and

allowable interference levels, to improve CR system operation in the field. The

method provides a means to greatly alleviate the incumbent system's interference

concerns, and facilitates the adoption of CR systems.

[0020] FIG. 1 illustrates a plurality of communication systems 100 operating in

accordance with some embodiments of the invention. The plurality of

communication systems 100 includes incumbent communication systems 102,

142, cognitive radio system 104 and central authority 108. In accordance with

these embodiments, cognitive radio system 104 efficiently shares frequency

spectrum with incumbent communication systems 102, 142 without interfering

with the incumbent systems. Each of the incumbent communication systems 102,

142 include a main transmitter 120, 140 respectively and a plurality of receiving

devices 122, 144 respectively. Cognitive radio system 104 includes a transmitter

130 a plurality of cognitive radio units 132, preferably transceiver devices, and

base station 114.

[0021] In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the incumbent

communication system 102 operates using operating parameters governed by the

central authority 108. Examples of the central authority include any Official,

Federal, or Regional Regulatory or management body, such as the FCC or other

officially designated bodies. The incumbent system's operating parameters are

recorded in an official database which will be referred to as original or reference

database 106A. The original database 106A generally contains incumbent system

parameters. Incumbent system parameters include transmitter parameters, such as

radiated power, protected service contour level, antenna height, antenna patterns,

transmitter location, etc. Incumbent system parameters may also include

incumbent receiver parameters, such as tolerable co-channel interference levels,



allowable adjacent channel interference levels, etc. The original database 106A

may also be extended to contain operating requirements for cognitive radio

systems 104 (e.g., maximum allowed operating power, allowable out-of-band

emissions, propagation modeling requirements, etc.). Cognitive radio

requirements may also be maintained separately (apart from original database

106A). The central authority 108 typically maintains the original database 106A,

and in accordance with the invention, mirrors (or copies) all or a portion of that

database, to mirrored database 106B. Those skilled in the art recognize that there

is more than one way to copy or mirror the information from original/reference

database 106A with no loss of generality. For example, database 106A may be

augmented with additional (adjustable) fields representing the original data,

thereby effectively representing the copied or mirrored database 106B.

[0022] Referring briefly to FIG. 2 there is shown, reference database 106A and

mirrored database 106B in accordance some embodiments of the invention. In

this example, the reference database 106A includes incumbent operating

requirements, CR operating requirements and incumbent system parameters. The

mirrored database 106B includes a copy of the CR operating requirements and the

incumbent system parameters.

In accordance with the invention, central authority 108 updates the mirrored

database 106B in response to interference conditions detected in the incumbent

communication system 102 from the cognitive communication system 104. Any

updates or modifications to system parameter information typically occur in the

mirrored database 106B in the preferred embodiment, so as not to disturb the

official or original incumbent system information. Note that the central authority

may occasionally alter information in the original database as part of normal

operations (e.g., when a new station is added to the database). This information is

in turn reflected in the mirrored database 106B. The cognitive radio

communication system 104 (indirectly or directly) accesses the updated system

parameters of the central authority's mirrored database 106B and determines its



allowable operating parameters, thereby minimizing interference and optimizing

frequency spectrum sharing with the incumbent communication system 102 (see

below). Examples of CR system operating parameters that are determined

through the use of the mirrored database 106B are maximum CR system transmit

power, available frequencies, and operating bandwidth. CR system operating

parameters are determined in the CR (or geo-location database) based on data in

the mirrored database and the current CR unit location

[0023] In accordance with the embodiment of FIG. 1, incumbent communication

system 142 detects interference by the CR system 104. Incumbent system 142

reports 146 the interference to the central authority 108. The central authority 108

verifies the interference and modifies the parameters in mirrored database 106B to

alleviate the interference condition between incumbent system 142 and CR system

104. Incumbent communication system 102, on the other hand does not detect

interference by the CR system 104. Thus, no interference is reported 148 to the

central authority 108 and mirrored database 106B may remain unchanged as to the

operating requirements and incumbent system parameters contained therein that

impact CR communication system 102.

[0024] In accordance with some embodiments of the invention, the central

authority 108 may also choose to modify the mirrored database 106B to affect CR

system operation. For example, the central authority 108 may relax the

interference requirements for cognitive radio systems (e.g., allow higher CR

system transmit power) to expand CR system coverage areas 104 if no

interference is observed to incumbent systems 102, 142. Thus, individual

cognitive radios 132 operating within CR system 104 can be modified for

different operating requirements. The different scenarios of spectrum sharing will

also be discussed later in conjunction with FIG. 3. Similarly, field measurements

taken by the CR systems can be reported to the central authority, which can be

used to modify the Cognitive Radio operating requirements, rules and policies.



[0025] In accordance with this embodiment, the cognitive radios 104 utilize

(directly or indirectly) geo-location databases 112 or algorithms 110 as the

primary means of determining key CR operating parameters. Geo-location

databases 112 and algorithms 110 generally refer to an apparatus that the CR uses

to determine its system parameters (e.g., transmit power) based on its current

location. Geo-location databases 112 and algorithms utilize information from the

central authority's mirrored database 106B to determine CR system operating

parameters. This data can be pre-computed and stored (locally) on the internet (as

in 112) or in the CR. It may alternatively be computed in real-time in the CR (as

in 110) upon scene arrival/location change. Note that these geo-location

algorithms typically reside in each location-enabled cognitive radio unit.

[0026] Geo-location databases can be stored in a base station radio unit 114 (for

smaller regions), or they may be downloaded from a global (e.g. internet-based)

server 116 (for larger regions), depending on system coverage requirements.

Geo-location database 112 or algorithms 110 can be utilized to determine if CR

transmissions are permitted at a particular location (or set of locations), and at

what power level such transmission are permitted (given the location and mobility

of network nodes) given the CR system operating requirements and incumbent

system parameters. The resulting CR system operating parameters, such as

allowable transmit power, are determined by the application of the central

authority's rules/specifications (i.e., operating requirements) for CR system

operation, and the database 106B of incumbent communication system parameters

(along with propagation modeling). The use of geo-location databases 112 or

algorithms 110 is advantageous to a user in that it results in much larger spectral

availability (or higher spectrum utilization) for CR services as compared to non-

geo-location enabled approaches (e.g., sensing-only CRs).

[0027] FIG. 3 illustrates two example scenarios 302, 304 in which the incumbent

communication systems 102, 142 of FIG. 1 share spectrum with cognitive radio

system 104. In scenario 302, no interference is detected and the incumbent



communication system 102 co-exists with the CR communication system 104

operating at a lower power level. The CR system 104 might even be operating at

the same frequency as incumbent system 102, but due the lower power levels or

geographic distance between transmitters no interference occurs. Thus, the

mirrored database parameters 106B typically remain unchanged. In scenario 304,

on the other hand, certain units from CR communication system 104 have

interfered with incumbent system 142, and thus the mirrored operating parameters

106B have been modified such that the CR operation is prohibited or otherwise

limited within a certain geographic area 308 so as to alleviate interference. Hence,

utilizing an accessible and modifiable mirrored database 106B of incumbent

operating parameters provides interference control allowing incumbent systems

102, 142 to co-exist with cognitive system 104. Note that there are several

methods available to adjust mirrored database 106B information so as to limit or

alter CR system operation. For example, incumbent system parameters such as a

protected service contour level, an antenna pattern or effective radiated power

may be altered to extend or reduce the incumbent's protected service area.

Likewise, CR system operating requirements such as maximum allowable power,

co-channel, or adjacent channel interference levels may be adjusted to control CR

system emissions (and interference levels).

[0028] FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart of a method for sharing spectrum between an

incumbent communication system and a cognitive radio system in accordance

with some embodiments of the present invention. Method 400 will be described

in conjunction with elements from FIG. 1. As illustrated by the two main

groupings of steps in method 400, the incumbent communication system 102 and

cognitive radio system 104 operate independently of each other but have a means

for reporting interference to the central authority. Note that for the purposes of

this discussion that the central authority is in general any designated authority

(official, delegated or otherwise) that is charged with maintaining or updating the

database. At step 402, CR units utilizing geo-location databases or algorithms



operating within CR communication system 104, periodically access the central

authority database 106B to acquire a copy of the incumbent system parameters

and CR operational requirements. As a CR unit 132 is set up, the CR unit

determines its current operating location at step 404. This position determination

can be achieved via Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) means, or other location

determination means known in the art. Once the CR unit 132 has determined its

operating location at step 404, the CR unit 132 derives location-based CR

operating parameters using a geo-location database or algorithm means 406 (see

also 112, 110), which utilizes the mirrored database parameters and CR

operational requirements gathered at step 402 that were accessed from the central

authority database 106A.

[0029] If the CR unit 132 changes operating location step 408, then the new

operation location is determined back at step 404 and a new set of location based

CR system operating parameters are derived using the mirrored incumbent system

parameters and CR operational requirements at step 406. If no change in CR unit

location occurs at step 408, operation continues with the current operating

parameters and the CR unit returns back to step 402 for periodic mirrored

database access from the central authority.

[0030] If incumbent communication system 102 detects interference by the CR

system at 410, the incumbent system reports the inference to the central authority

108 at 412. The central authority 108 verifies the interference at 414.

Verification of interference can be accomplished for example, by using a

reference receiver and transmitter. The central authority 108 (or delegated

authority 608 as will be described in FIG. 6) modifies the parameters in mirrored

database 106 to alleviate the interference condition (in step 416). These modified

parameters are then accessed by CR unit 132 upon the next periodic access 402 to

the central authority 108. Accordingly, method 400 provides an interference

control technique which allows incumbent systems and cognitive radio systems to

co-exist and efficiently share frequency spectrum.



[0031] FIG. 5 provides an example of an incumbent communication system and a

plurality of cognitive radio systems sharing spectrum in accordance with some of

the embodiments of the invention. In this embodiment, the incumbent

communication system is embodied by primary licensee 502, such as a television

broadcaster, operating under regulations set and maintained by a central authority

508, such as the FCC. The cognitive radio communication system is embodied

by secondary systems 504, 514, such as public safety radios 524, 544 with base

stations 530, 540. The central authority 508 typically maintains incumbent

system parameters (e.g., licensed TV transmitter parameters and allowable

interference levels) and sets CR system operational requirements (e.g., maximum

allowable CR system transmit power levels, etc.). In accordance with this

embodiment, the central authority 508 copies and maintains a mirrored database

506 having the broadcaster's system parameter information stored therein as well

as CR system operating system requirements.

[0032] In this embodiment, public safety radios 524, 544 are able to share

spectrum with the broadcaster 502 by utilizing the interference control technique

in conjunction with the mirrored database of the present invention. Public safety

radios 524, 544 utilize their base stations 530, 540 to access 526, 546 the mirrored

database 506 of central authority 508. The public safety radios 524, 544

determine their respective operating locations. Public safety radios 525, 555 then

utilize their respective locations and derive location based CR system operating

parameters (using geo-location algorithms or databases) based on the mirrored

database information and operational requirements (which they accessed from

central authority 508).

[0033] In another embodiment, the mirrored database parameters 506 of FIG. 5

can also be modified to provide priority access to public safety systems 505, 515

during time of emergency, and reserve spectrum for public safety and other higher

priority users at a particular location for duration of time. The mirrored database

can also be modified to, for example, reserve spectrum for temporary usage by



public safety and/or other high priority users. The mirrored database parameters

are scalable and can be adapted in response to changes detected in operating

conditions. Mirrored database parameters may reflect a wide variety of

incumbent systems, such as wireless microphone deployments or other systems.

[0034] As mentioned previously, central authority 508 can be a regulatory body

or some other designated database manager. Regulatory bodies, such as the FCC,

typically maintain key information about the incumbent system transmitters (e.g.,

effective radiated power (ERP), antenna pattern, antenna height above average

terrain (HAAT), transmitter location, etc.) in a given band.

[0035] Table 1 below shows an example of some FCC-maintained licensed TV

transmitter parameters and sample data.



Table 2 provides an example listing of typical allowable interference levels and

propagation models.

As seen in Table 2, a variety of incumbent systems can tolerate different

interference levels depending on their transmitter/receiver types, where within the

frequency band, and where within the coverage area the interference is occurring.

In accordance with the embodiment of FIG. 5, the broadcaster's transmitter

parameters and CR system operating requirements are copied into mirrored

database 506. The broadcaster's transmitter parameters are then utilized to

compute, for example, the broadcast user's (e.g. television sets) signal strength vs.

geographic location, given a set of generally accepted propagation models (such

as FCC approved F(50,90) propagation models). Similarly, predefined protected

service contour levels (defined per type of transmitter station) determine each

station's protected service contour (or area). These parameters are typically

frequency dependent.

[0036] The broadcaster's transmitter information, when combined with the set of

regulatory policies and requirements for the band (e.g., allowable primary receiver

co-channel interference (C/I) and adjacent channel interference (ACI) levels), is

utilized to determine critical operating parameters for public safety CR systems

505, 515, such as maximum allowable public safety transmit power. Other

broadcaster system parameters, such as transmitter elevation patterns, tolerable

receiver alternate channel interference levels, etc., may also be considered in



determining public safety CR system operating parameters. CR system transmit

power is a critical parameter, since it determines the amount of interference that

nearby broadcaster service (e.g., TV) receivers will receive due to public safety

system operation 505, 515. It also determines the achievable data

communications throughput for the operating public safety systems 505, 515. By

determining maximum allowable interference levels for primary receivers, even

under a wide variety of (TV) receiver equipment providers on the market and

different operating conditions, concerns of regulatory bodies (such as the FCC)

and incumbents can be alleviated, while public safety and other CR systems can

obtain access to spectrum previously unavailable.

[0037] While propagation models, such as the FCCs F(50,50), F(50,90) and

F(90,90) models shown in TABLE 2 are well-accepted, they are only statistical

indicators of expected field strength (and received signal strength (RSSI), given

an antenna gain). Actual RSSI can vary based on a wide variety of actual

operating conditions, including terrain variations, environmental conditions,

achieved antenna patterns/gains, etc. Similarly, typical primary (e.g., TV)

receiver interference tolerance may vary vs. time as well (e.g., due to

improvements in receiver technologies, etc.). Since these propagation models are

utilized to determine the protected service area for primary users (e.g., TV

broadcasters) and allowable secondary (CR system) interference levels (e.g., CR

system transmit power), their accuracy in practice is of the utmost importance.

Regulatory bodies or other database managers can now ensure non-interference to

primary spectrum license holders in spite of all of these changing conditions via

the spectrum sharing technique provided by the embodiments of the invention.

[0038] In accordance with some embodiments of the invention, the incumbent's

transmitter parameters and cognitive radio operating requirements are selectively

modified to eliminate cases of interference in the field. Only parameters and

operating requirements in the mirrored database can be modified to correct

unwanted interference cases. In this manner, modeling errors observed in the



field (from any source) can be corrected in the mirrored database to alleviate

interference problems in practice. For example, the most common cause of

propagation modeling errors is due to non-average terrain variations. Note that

while the HAAT parameter takes into account average terrain variations along

equally spaced radials around the licensed transmitter, it does not account for

actual terrain variations (since modeling actual terrain variations is

computationally prohibitive in portable/cost-effective CR equipment and requires

very large amounts of memory). Actual terrain variations may cause the service

area of a primary (TV) transmitter to be greater than or less than the statistically

modeled values described above in a particular direction from the transmitter.

This form of error can be effectively combated by altering the primary (TV)

transmitter's antenna pattern data in the direction of the error in the mirrored

database (106B).

[0039] While the FCC currently maintains a database of TV transmitter

parameters (as described above), the FCC may or may not be the authority that

manages the mirrored database in practice though - it may delegate that authority.

A designated or delegated authority may be responsible for updating information

in the mirrored database. For example, regulators may authorize that these

databases be maintained by licensed spectrum holders willing to enable real time

spectrum trading, brokering and bidding in their spectrum holdings.

[0040] FIG. 6 shows a plurality of communication systems 600 sharing spectrum

in accordance with another embodiment of the invention. The plurality of

communication systems 600 includes incumbent communication systems 102,

142, cognitive radio system 104 and central authority 108. In accordance with

these embodiments, central authority 108 (such as the FCC) has delegated

authority to a third party referred to as database manager 608. Cognitive radio

system 104 efficiently shares frequency spectrum with incumbent communication

systems 102, 142 without interfering with the incumbent systems. In this

embodiment database manager 608 maintains and updates mirrored database



106B in the same manner as was done by the central authority in the previous

embodiments. Interference can be reported from the incumbent systems 102

and/or 142 to the database manager 608 and/or the central authority 108

depending on how the delegation of authority has been assigned to the database

manager 608. This embodiment also extends to the public safety environment as

was discussed earlier. Thus, the central authority, such as the FCC, can delegate

management of the mirrored database to a database manager dedicated to

operating the CR system within the public safety environment.

[0041] While FIGs 1, 2 and 5 and 6 have shown the original/reference database

106A and mirrored database 106B as being separate entities the database can

stored in a common database and maintained in the manner described.

Additionally, the incumbent communications system(s) can be an existing

cognitive radio system.

[0042] Global incumbent transmitter coverage and interference problems can be

adjusted in this or the previous embodiments, by for example, altering any of the

incumbent transmitter's parameters (e.g., ERP, antenna pattern, HAAT

parameters, etc.) in the mirrored database 106B utilizing the interference control

technique of the present invention. The interference control technique of the

present invention allows a simple mechanism to address incumbent (e.g., primary

license-holders') interference concerns, and can be easily implemented.

[0043] Similarly, other incumbent system parameters (such as protected service

contour levels, or allowable C/I & ACI levels) can be maintained and adjusted in

the mirrored database 106B, at whatever resolution deemed appropriate (e.g., on a

nation-wide, per-region or per-station basis). The interference control technique

of the present invention provides a method to effectively address a wide variety of

unexpected operating conditions (such as terrain or other environmental

conditions, actual receiver operating characteristics, etc.). It also allows

regulators 108 and database managers 608 to keep up with technological

advancements in receiver or transmission technology.



[0044] Limits can be placed on the magnitude of changes to information in the

mirrored database 106B. A simple means of primary service interference

verification in the field can be performed (with standard reference CR transmitters

and primary licensed receivers) in cases where the license holders believe that

they are being interfered with in the field. Potential interference levels (permitted

by current operating regulations) can thus be verified to help quantify the

necessary changes to information in the mirrored database 106B.

[0045] The mirrored database 106B of the present invention can further be made

generic and adaptable by incorporating a variable number of services to protect,

with standard parameters and policies (e.g., protected service contour levels,

allowable C/I and ACI levels, etc.). In this manner, new licensed services in the

band can be protected by adding a new class of transmitter. The technique of the

present invention allows regulatory bodies and database managers to effectively

adapt CR systems for new types of services/transmitters permitted to operate in

licensed spectrum.

[0046] A variety of rules can be employed to address the different types of CR

devices out in the field (such as sensing-only CRs, if allowed, and database-driven

CRs). CR devices that access the mirrored database of incumbent system

parameters and system operational requirements in a timely fashion may, for

example, be allowed to operate at the maximum allowable transmit (ERP) levels

allowed by current regulations. CR devices that only perform spectral sensing

and do not access the database may, for example, be restricted to very low ERP

levels, while CR devices that do not access the database in a timely fashion (e.g.,

at least weekly) may have their maximum ERP levels degraded (e.g., reduced by

5dB/week) over time (until the baseline sensing-only CR levels were reached).

Thus, the use of a mirrored database provides a scalable and adaptable framework

for regulatory bodies 108 or other database managers 608 to control CR operation

in the field.



[0047] Accordingly, there has been provided, a method and apparatus which

allow CR system administrators to readily maintain control over actual operating

interference conditions in the field, and effectively protect licensed (or higher

priority) incumbents' transmission rights. Alleviating interference in the manner

provided by the embodiments of the invention also allows the FCC or other

bodies to readily adapt to new (radio receiver and transmitter) technologies in the

field. With the high number of unknowns associated with the practical

implementation of cognitive radios in the field, the described method allows

critical flexibility to adapt to unexpected or unintended operating conditions, and

extends the useful CR operating rules/regulations lifetime.

[0048] The method and apparatus for alleviating interference between systems

sharing frequency spectrum are applicable to any communication systems sharing

frequency spectrum. Thus, non-licensed, secondary-licensed, and quasi-licensed

systems operating as primary systems can allow access to their spectrum by

utilizing the mirroring aspect of the invention.

[0049] In the foregoing specification, specific embodiments of the present

invention have been described. However, one of ordinary skill in the art

appreciates that various modifications and changes can be made without departing

from the scope of the present invention as set forth in the claims below.

Accordingly, the specification and figures are to be regarded in an illustrative

rather than a restrictive sense, and all such modifications are intended to be

included within the scope of present invention. The benefits, advantages,

solutions to problems, and any element(s) that may cause any benefit, advantage,

or solution to occur or become more pronounced are not to be construed as a

critical, required, or essential features or elements of any or all the claims. The

invention is defined solely by the appended claims including any amendments

made during the pendency of this application and all equivalents of those claims

as issued.



Claims

We claim:

1. A means for a plurality of communications systems to share frequency

spectrum, comprising:

at least one incumbent communications system;

at least one cognitive radio (CR) communications system operating within

CR operating requirements defined by a regulatory body;

a first database having incumbent system parameters, the first database

being maintained by a central authority;

a second database having a copy of the CR operating requirements and

incumbent system parameters, the second database being maintained by a

database manager; and

the second database being updated in response to interference conditions

in the incumbent communication system caused by the CR communications

system, the updated second database being accessed by the CR communications

system to minimize interference with the incumbent communications system.

2. The means for a plurality of communications systems to share frequency

spectrum according to claim 1, wherein the first database and second database are

stored in a common database.

3. The means for a plurality of communications systems to share frequency

spectrum according to claim 1, wherein said CR system periodically accesses the

second database for updates.



4. The means for a plurality of communications systems to share frequency

spectrum according to claim 1, wherein the incumbent communications system

reports interference conditions to the central authority.

5. The means for a plurality of communications systems to share frequency

spectrum according to claim 1, wherein the CR communications system utilizes

said second database to compute CR system operating_parameters.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said CR system operating parameters

comprise at least one of the following: a transmit power level, an operational

frequency, a bandwidth.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the central authority comprises a

regulatory authority.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the incumbent communications system

comprises an existing cognitive radio system.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the cognitive radio operational

requirements are maintained separately for each incumbent system in the second

database.



10. A system for enabling a plurality of communication systems to share

frequency spectrum, comprising:

at least one incumbent communication system;

at least one cognitive radio (CR) communication system;

a central authority maintaining a database of incumbent system parameters

and CR operating requirements;

the central authority providing a mirrored database of the incumbent

system parameters and CR operating requirements, the central authority updating

the mirrored database in response to interference to the incumbent communication

system from the cognitive radio communication system; and

the cognitive radio communication system accessing the updated mirrored

database from the central authority to minimize interference and optimize

frequency spectrum sharing with the incumbent communication system.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the incumbent communication system

comprises a licensed communication system operating in a licensed band.

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the central authority comprises a regulatory

authority.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the central authority is a licensed spectrum

holder.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the regulatory authority transfers database

management to a licensed spectrum holder.



15. The system of claim 14, wherein the licensed spectrum holder enables at least

one of: real time spectrum trading, brokering and bidding in its spectrum holdings.



16. A method for operation amongst a plurality communication systems,

comprising:

maintaining a database of incumbent system parameters and CR

operational requirements by a central authority;

mirroring the incumbent system parameters and CR operational

requirements to a database;

accessing the mirrored incumbent system parameters and CR operational

requirements by a cognitive radio system;

determining an operating location of a cognitive radio operating within the

cognitive radio system; and

deriving CR system operating parameters for a cognitive radio using the

location and mirrored incumbent system parameters and CR operational

requirements.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising the steps of:

detecting interference at the incumbent communication system by the CR

system;

reporting the inference to the central authority;

modifying at least one of the mirrored incumbent system parameters and

CR operational requirements to alleviate the interference; and

accessing the modified mirrored database by the cognitive unit.

18. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

detecting when the CR radio changes operating location to a new location;

determining the new operation location; and

deriving new CR system operating parameters using the mirrored database

parameters and operational requirements.



19. The method of claim 17, further comprising verifying the interference prior to

modifying.

20. The method of claim 16, wherein the accessing occurs periodically.



21. A means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems,

comprising:

a primary communication system operating under a licensed transmitter

database; a database manager maintaining a mirrored database of the licensed

transmitter database and updating the mirrored transmitter database; and

a secondary communication system accessing information from the

updated database to alleviate interference within the frequency spectrum.

22. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 21, wherein the secondary communication system comprises a public

safety communication system.

23. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the database manager updates the mirrored licensed database

to provide priority access to the public safety system during a time of emergency.

24. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the database manager updates the mirrored licensed database

to reserve spectrum for public safety users.

25. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the mirrored database reserves spectrum for temporary usage

by the secondary communication system for public safety emergencies.

26. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the mirrored database reserves spectrum for temporary usage

by predetermined high priority users.



27. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the database manager is delegated by a central authority.

28. The means for sharing frequency spectrum amongst communication systems

of claim 22, wherein the database manager comprises a central authority.



29. A method of sharing spectrum between an incumbent system and a cognitive

radio (CR) system operating in the same band, comprising:

mirroring the incumbent system's system parameters and CR system's

operational requirements to a mirrored database;

updating the mirrored database to correct for interference detected in the

incumbent system due to the CR system; and

accessing the updated mirrored database by the CR system; and

utilizing the updated mirrored database by the CR system to determine CR

system operating parameters.

30. The method of claim 29, further comprising the step of:

maintaining the mirrored database by a central authority.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of maintaining the mirrored

database is performed by a database manager delegated by the central authority.

32. The method of claim 30, further comprising the step of trading frequency

spectrum via the central database.

33. The method of claim 30, further comprising the step of trading frequency

spectrum via the database manager.



34. A spectrum sharing communication network, comprising:

an incumbent communication system;

a cognitive radio (CR) communication system;

a reference database;

a mirrored database having a copy of at least a portion of the reference

database; and

a database manager maintaining and updating the mirrored database, the

CR communication system utilizing the updated mirrored database to share

spectrum with the incumbent communication system.

35. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 34, wherein the

database manager comprises a central authority.

36. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 34, wherein the

database manager comprises a delegated authority.

37. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 36, wherein the

delegated authority is designated by a central authority.

38. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 34, wherein the

reference database comprises incumbent system parameters of the incumbent

communication system.

39. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 34, wherein the

reference database comprises incumbent system parameters of the incumbent

communication system and CR operating requirements.



40. The spectrum sharing communication network of claim 34, wherein the

mirrored database comprises CR operating requirements and incumbent system

parameters.
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